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ACRONYMS AND TERMINOLOGY
(1) SPR
Share of Potential Returns = actual return over the holding period / maximum potential return during the
Episode
With the Episode start and end points, and our trading data, the performance model calculates the
maximum potential share price return during the Episode, our actual share price return, and our SPR.
Another model collects the changes in AV for each holding over time and updates the chart with the AV
(blue dotted line) and TE1 (orange dotted line).
(2) Episode
The period from when we first considered the stock as a potential investment, to when the investment thesis
has run its course. Sometimes the Episode is simply the period from when we started researching the
company (we often use the date of the Initiation note as a proxy for this), to when we exited the position. In
these cases, the Episode might coincide closely with our holding period. At other times the stock might sit
on a new ideas list for a number of weeks or months before we come to look at it, or the thesis may
continue to play out after we have exited the position. In these cases, the Episode might be much longer
than our holding period.
(3) AV
Approximate Value. Our Valuation Matrix includes up to 33 different valuation metrics which we blend to
produce the AV. We prefer AV to the more commonly used ‘Fair Value’ or ‘Target Price’ because it reminds
us that precision is not the same as accuracy. We cannot know what a stock is worth. At best we can
estimate a likely range of value. The AV is simply the mid-point in a range of possible values for the stock.
We illustrate this graphically in our Valuation Distribution, which plots possible values on a Gaussian
distribution. Whatever the criticisms of the Gaussian distribution when measuring volatility / VAR, we feel
that it is a simple but effective way to look at equity valuation risk. The standard deviation of our valuation
distribution (which we scale to a 0-3 range and simply call ‘valuation range’) is thus one of the factors that
we consider when calculating our Margin of Safety.
(4) TE1, TE2, TE3
Target Entry (price) 1, 2, 3. We look to build a position in three tranches, with each Target Entry triggered
by a price level. The exact price which triggers an entry is calculated based on a required % upside to our
AV. Where a share has a Low MoS, our TE1 is set at 30% upside, a Medium MoS implies a TE1 at 50%
upside and High MoS suggests TE1 at 70% upside. TE2 and TE3 are then triggered by further share price
falls (or AV increases). With a High MoS share, TE3 will only be triggered when we see 110% upside,
which means a share worth 100p must trade below 48p before we will add a third tranche. Each tranche is
around a 2.5% position, which means that after three tranches a stock will be 6.0% - 6.5% of the portfolio.
(5) MoS
Margin of Safety. This the penultimate stage in our research process. Having arrived at an AV, we need to
determine what discount to that AV we should aim to buy at to compensate for the riskiness of the
investment. We calculate a score across four risk factors (including valuation range) to determine whether
we need to make a purchase with a Low, Medium or High MoS.
(6) JvM
Judgement versus Model. We believe that investing is part art, part science. A robust and quantifiable
process helps us to deliver repeatable decision-making and enables an effective feedback loop. However,
we must not be slaves to our models. They are just tools to support human decision making, and there are
factors that our model cannot quantify. For example, we might view a piece of news flow and subsequent
share price reaction as a ‘capitulation’ event. Under such circumstances, we would be inclined to buy, even
if the shares had not hit TE1, on the basis that all of the bad news is now ‘in the price’. Alternatively, we
might see changes in the shareholder register, or short-selling disclosures, that incline us to trade, despite
the model. Whether we should follow the model or exercise judgement to over-ride it is a continual source
of healthy tension within our process.
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